REVOLUTIONARIES!

This Chinese dynasty was established in 1368 by the Hans
The __ Uprising in 1900 eventually led to the 1911 revolution in China
Abolitionist John __ led the raid on Harpers Ferry in 1859
The Irish Republic was declared during the __ Uprising of 1916
This many states seceded from the United States in 1861
Robespierre was a major figure in the __ Revolution
This Indian leader believed non-violent civil disobedience
__ Villa was a leader in the Mexican Revolution in 1910
The __ Ghetto Uprising in 1943 was the largest Jewish revolt in WWII
The __ Republic was formed in 1919 when the Kaiser was overthrown
The American revolutionaries are better known as the Founding __
Radical activist Abbie __ founded the Youth International Party
Martin Luther King Jr. and __ X were both activist for Civil Rights
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla began the __ War for Independence in 1810
This Indian tried to rid the Great Lakes of British soldiers in the 1760s
Ho Chi Minh led the August Revolution against the French in __
__ Mao led the revolution to establish The Peoples Republic of China
Oliver __ is known as the First Lord Protector of the Commonwealth
"Bonnie Prince Charlie" was the leader of the 2nd __ Rebellion in 1745
Someone who is devoted to a cause or party is called a __
Leon Trotsky and Vladimir Lenin were early __ leaders of the Soviet Union
__ warfare promotes fighting in small groups with raids and sudden attacks
Guy Fawkes was a member of the failed __ Plot in 1605
This gladiator led a failed rebellion between 73 and 71 BC
The October Revolution of 1917 was led by the Russian __
He led the Cuban Revolution in 1956-59
Simon Bolivar was a leader in the Spanish American fight for __
His 95 Theses influenced the Protestant Revolution
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